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Electronic Payment Services 

InterProse offers a wide range of payment services from ACH to credit card 

processing. A unique feature of our payment service is that all balancing and 

reconciliation can be done right in WebAR®. 

ACH Express is our versatile ACH (electronic bank transaction) product. Often 
times ACH transactions are less expensive than credit card transactions and offer 
a secure and timely funds transfer into your bank account. 
 

Merchant Express is InterProse’s answer to integrated credit card processing. 
Whether processing a telephone or a web payment, you get approval back in real 
time. No waiting for batch jobs or for a terminal to free up. InterProse has a solid 
relationship with its merchant account provider. So if you have had difficulty in 
the past getting a merchant account or are paying high credit card fees, call us 
and we can put together a merchant account that really works for you. 
 
 

 

Features 

 Full ACH processing capability -
WEB, TEL, ARC, RCK, and PPD 

 Integrated transaction 
settlements for ACH and credit 
cards 

 Real-time credit card validation 

 Fast ACH settlements 

 Integrated with our Virtual Agent 
Collector 

Benefits 
 Low-cost payment solutions give you the 

maximum return on each payment taken 

 Fully integrated settlements of transaction 

data make reconciliation a snap 

 Host system integration ensures the 

customer is presented the full and correct 

balance to pay 

 Maximizes your collections by using our 

Virtual Agent Collector to handle payments 

and administer payment plans 

(844) 224-1153 

Sales@InterProse.com 

InterProse.com 

mailto:Sales@InterProse.com
http://www.ww2.interprose.com/#!electronicpayments/czc4
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The consolidated deposit report makes reconciling to your bank account a snap. 
 

Process credit cards in real time, securely and accurately 

Electronic Payment Services 


